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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this article is the explicit computation of the push forward 
under proper moment maps (for definitions, etc., see [6]) of the Liouville 
measure of a class of K Hamiltonian spaces where K is a compact 
connected Lie group. More specifically our setting is the following (for 
unexplained notations see the next section). 
Let G be a connected, noncompact, semisimple Lie group with finite 
centre and let (5 be its Lie algebra. We choose a Cartan decomposition 
8 = k + p of 8 and denote by K (resp. 0) the maximal compact subgroup 
of G with Lie algebra k (resp. Cartan involution) of G. We will denote also 
by 13, the differential of 8 at e, the identity element of G. Let I) be a 0 stable 
(nonsplit) Cartan subalgebra of 8. Then we have 6 = to+ a, where 
t, = b A k and a,, = b n p. We denote the Killing form of 8 by B, recall that 
this is a nondegenerate, G invariant, symmetric, bilinear form on 8 and 
hence this provides us with a G equivariant identification of 8 with 8*. 
Furthermore the restriction of B to k (resp. p) is negative definite (resp. 
positive definite). We identify t,* with the annihilator in 8* of the subspace 
[Ij, O] of (li and for AEIJ* we write A=I,+A, with &et,* and A,Ea,” via 
the (dual) decomposition IJ* = t$ + a,*. Let AE~)* be 8 regular and 
$2 = G. I c (si* its coadjoint orbit. 52 is a G (hence a fortiori K) 
Hamiltonian space. The moment map for the Hamiltonian action of K on 
52 which we denote by J is the restriction to 52 of the orthogonal projection 
from 8* onto k*. J is a K equivariant proper map. Hence the push 
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forward under J of the Liouville measure, Bn, of D is a K invariant 
measure on k*. We denote this measure by J*Bn. Our aim in the sequel is 
to give an explicit formula for JJn. 
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces notations, 
Section 3 gives a motivation for studying the problem at hand, and 
Sections 4 through 7 give the statement and proof of the formula for J.J?,. 
The final section (8) is concerned with a heuristic “interpretation” of the 
formula for J.+Bn. 
The result in this paper is a generalization of a theorem of Duflo et 
al. [ 11. They computed J.Jn when Sz is a regular, elliptic coadjoint orbit. 
2. NOTATIONS 
If G is a Lie group, we denote its (real) Lie algebra by 8 and by Go its 
identity component. Analogous notation is used for other groups (but we 
have also employed corresponding lower case Latin (script) letters to 
denote Lie algebras). If V is a finite-dimensional vector space (real or 
complex) V* denotes its dual. Moreover if V is real, Vc will denote its 
complexification. Fourier transforms of tempered distributions are denoted 
by a superscript h. If 4 is a function on V we denote by 6 the function 
given by i(o) = 4( -v), u E V. This notation will also be extended to 
distributions on V. We denote restrictions of functions (distributions) to 
subsets of their domain by a vertical bar. Finally the symbol i denotes a 
fixed square root of - 1. 
3. CONNECTION WITH THE K-CHARACTER OF REPRESENTATIONS OF G 
J*Bo is a K invariant tempered measure on k*. Its Fourier transform is 
therefore a K invariant tempered distribution on k. We want to discuss 
here the connection between J,pn and the K-character of irreducible 
unitary representations of G. This is a consequence of Kirillov’s character 
formula which we state below. Let i”‘(X) = det1j2(sinh ad(X/2)/ad(X/2)), 
XE Cs. Kirillov’s character formula says that to every irreducible tempered 
representation IC of G with regular infinitesimal character one can attach a 
regular orbit Q(rc) of G in (5*. Without loss of generality we can assume 
that such a 52(rc) is of the form G. i for a suitable regular 1 E h* where h is 
a 8 stable Cartan subalgebra of 8. This correspondence has the property 
that if 0, denotes the character of rc then one has 
O,(exp X) = j-“‘/Jncn, (1) 
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The above is an equality of distributions in a suitable G invariant 
neighbourhood (call it V, say) of the origin in 6. 
We denote the centre of the universal enveloping algebra, U((lic), by 
~(6”) and the ring of G invariant constant coefficient differential operators 
on 8 by Z(8”). Every G invariant distribution on G (resp. 0) which is 
~(6”) finite (resp. I(@“) finite) can be restricted to the group K (resp. k). 
Since the distribution 0, (resp. fin) has these properties [Appendix [ 1 I], 
we have in Vnk 
.i~‘2tX) @,I Aexp JO = j; ‘%f) BQI dW9 
the symbols jy” (resp. jij2) h aving their obvious meanings. Now 
(2) 
where 7ci denotes the character of the element in g, the unitary dual of K 
and mi is the multiplicity of i in the restriction of 7~ to K. A classical result 
of Harish-Chandra [3] says that mi is at most equal to the degree of the 
representation i. Kirillov’s character formula (applied to the compact 
connected group K) yields 
ni(eXp Y) = j; l”( Y) fin.“,, (4) 
where vi E k* is a k regular element. Equality (4) is an equality of analytic 
functions on k in this case. We therefore on Vn k, 
P^nIk=j:/2 1 mi@fc.“, (5) 
iek 
Thus Bnl L is (locally) completely determined by the multiplicities mi and 
[Appendix [ 1 ] ] flnl t is the Fourier transform of J, fiR. We remark here 
that although Eq. (5) is purely local and makes sense only for those orbits 
Q which correspond to irreducible tempered representations, such as 7c 
above, nevertheless the formula for .Z,/?, that we obtain appears to reflect 
an “analytic continuation” to all regular orbits the essence of (5). 
4. THE FORMULA FOR ./,/In 
In this section we will give the formula for J*/ln. This necessitates the 
introduction of several notations which are explained below. We regard p” 
as a t$ module under the adjoint action. We employ the symbols d, dSIm, 
A Acpx am 3 for the set of all roots of the pair (6”, bc), singular imaginary 
roots, compact imaginary roots, complex roots, respectively. Let Q be 
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the set of nonzero weights of t$ in pc. It is clear that Q = dsr, u 
(a(,~ 1 LYE A.,,}. Now A(@“, t,“) = Q u d(k”, t,“) where d(Bc, t,“) (resp. 
d(k’, t$)) denotes the set of nonzero weights of to@ in 6@ (resp. kc). Let L 
(resp. I) denote the centralizer of a, in G (resp. 8). We have L= MA,, 
(resp. I= %JI + a,) where A0 = exp a,,. L and A4 are l3 stable reductive 
subgroups of G with L n K = Mn K and rank M = rank M n K. Let 
k, = )IJz n k, and let r be the orthocomplement of k, in k with respect to B. 
Then we have d(kc, t,“) = d(kt, t,“) u A(r”, t,“). Now, by definition, 
A(k:, 6, = Aam and d(r”, t,“) = (~4~; I CI E A.,,). 1 is 8 regular implies that 
&, is 93 regular and d(mc, t,“) = A,,,, = AsI, u AC,,. Hence &, determines a 
unique system of positive imaginary roots which we denote by A&,(1,) = 
{ tl E A,, ) (U,, h,) > 0} where h, is the coroot corresponding to ~1. A choice 
of order in A(@“, t,“) compatible with A&(&) hence gives an order in Q 
consistent with A&,,(&,) = A&(&) n As*,. We denote the resulting set of 
positive elements in A((lic, t,“) (resp. Q) by A+(Gc, t:) (resp. Q+). We 
enumerate the elements of Q+ as {pi, . . . . p,,,}, say. 
Let z denote the centralizer of t, in k. We clearly have 
A(k”, t,“) = A(k”, tc)\A(zc, t”) (restriction to tz being understood). A 
choice of a system of positive roots A’(zc, t”) along with A+(@“, t,“) hence 
furnishes us with a positive system, A +(k”, t”). We will for brevity write 
A,+ in place of A+(z”, t”) and let 71, stand for the product of the elements 
of A,‘,. We will denote also (by abuse of notation) by rcZ, the product 
(i)+- r-LEA+ h,. Letting t, be the orthocomplement of t, in t with respect 
to B, rc, can be viewed as a polynomial function on t:. 
Let k = t + F where ? is the orthocomplement of t in k. The dimension of 
r” is even, call it 2n. If ‘1~ t* let K,, be the two form on r” defined by 
K,,(X, Y) = (q, [X, Y] ). If q is k regular then the form K,, is non- 
degenerate. We choose a nonvanishing form ,D of degree 2n on ?. We define 
a polynomial function rt on t* by the formula 
where rc is a W anti-invariant polynomial function on t* depending on p. 
Here W is the Weyl group of T in K. rc is proportional to 
7c+ - C- n mEd+(kC,tcjh,. We choose p so that n(q) is a positive multiple of 
~c+(iq)q E t* and denote the resulting rc by 7c+. 
We choose Lebesgue measures dk (resp. dt) on k (resp. t) so that 
dk = dt .Ipl. Whenever we choose a Lebesgue measure on the Lie algebra of 
a Lie group we will use the left invariant Haar measure on the group so 
that d(exp X)/dX is equal to 1 for X= 0. We denote by vol T the integral 
IT dT. We now define a map A + from C,.(k*) to C,(t*) by the prescription 
A+~(v)= ’ .-I q5(k.q) dK. # W(vo1 T) (2x)” K 
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In an identification of k with k*, by a K invariant scalar product on k, A + 
reduces essentially to Harish-Chandra’s invariant integral [4]. 
THEOREM. t/d E C,.(k*), we have, 
<J$n,d>=C c E(w)w,(H~~,*...*H~~,*~~~O~~,),A+~ . 
H’E w  > 
Here H denotes the Heaviside distribution and C is a constant which may 
depend on the Cartan subalgebra Ij but does not depend on i E Ij*. 
5. SOME OBSERVATIONS 
We first make some preliminary observations before giving the proof of 
the theorem. We will identify 6 with Q* via B and let X= X0 + X1 E h be 
the element corresponding to A= A0 + A,. There is a Euclidean structure on 
6, denoted ( , ) which is given by (A’, Y)= -B(X, OY) for X, YE 6. We 
denote the corresponding norm on 8 by 11 (1. We identify Sz with G . X and 
assume that X,, # 0. 
PROPOSITION 1. J(a) = {k E k 1 l/k/l 2 /XOll }. Furthermore J-‘(K.X,,) = 
K. X, the K orbit of X in Q. 
Proof: We have B=l+n+ +On+, an orthogonal decomposition with 
respect to ( , ) where 
(n+)‘= 0 8,,8, 
aEd+(RiC,fj”) 
alao#O 
the root subspace of 6” corresponding to the root ~1. Let N = exp n +. The 
map f:KxM”xAoxN + G, given by f(k, m, a,, n) = kma,n for k E K, 
mEM”, aEAo, n E N, is surjective. In view of the K equivariance of J we 
get J( g . X) = k . J( maOn . X). The mapping n -+ n . X- X is an isomorphism 
ofNwithn+ (since X is regular). Both M and A, normalize N. Let P 
denote the orthogonal projection onto k. Then P: n+ + r is an 
isomorphism : if {zij;=, is an orthonormal basis of n + (with respect to 
(, 1) than {$pZ,)4=, is an orthonormal basis of r. Since k, and r are 
orthogonal with respect to ( , ), we get by K invariance of ( , ) Ilr X L that 
IIJ(y)ll B IIJ(m.Xo)JI for ~~52, mEM”. Clearly IIJ(m .X,)/l 2 jlXolj. Hence 
llJ(~)ll Z Wall >O. 
Let y = kman . XE 51 with J(y) E K .X0, the K orbit of X0 in k. It follows 
from the above discussion that we must have n = e, J(y) E K. X0 = 
mEKo=MonK. Therefore yEK.X. 
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6. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let II/ E C,.(k*). We have the following formula [7]: 
( J*Pa, 1+5 ) = constant 
IS s 
K ~ .+ J*ll/(k . (mX+ 2)) dKdm dZ. (7) 
Here dK= normalized Haar measure of K, i.e., SK dK= 1; dm = standard 
Haar measure of M” (for a definition see [7]) ; dZ = Euclidean measure on 
n+ derived from ( , ). 
In the following, for brevity, we will drop constants of proportionality 
whenever convenient. We will show later on that the constant C in the 
theorem is independent of A. With this understood, the right-hand side of 
Eq. (7) becomes, with dy = Euclidean measure on r and tjK invariant, 
I s M+r t4JW”~~o)+~)dmd~ (since P: n + + r is an isomorphism) 
= CWoKJ,P,c&34s ti> (7’) 
Here C(X,) is a constant depending on X0. J, fin is therefore proportional 
to the average SK k . (J,~,+,o, XO@ dy) dK. We will compute this average 
below by using an approximation technique which is rather natural in this 
circumstance. 
Let 4. E CF(to) and let Do be the K. invariant distribution on k. (which 
is a function in this case) given by (Do, 4)= (do, ,4,+4) with 
do=Cwo,w, .s(wO) w~.#~. Here IV, is the Weyl group of d(kE, tg)=dcIm, 
4 E C,(k,), the symbol A,+ having its obvious meaning (note that X0 is k, 
regular). Let D be the distribution on k given by (D, f) = 
~(kDo@dy,k.f), feC,“(k). D is obviously a K invariant distribution 
LEMMA 1. (0, f) =constant(d+, A+f) with 
d+= 1 &(~)w.(~~*H-j~,*...*I-&i,O~z) 
WE w 
and 
b I,...) p,}=d+(F, tg)cQ+. 
Prooj Let PO: k + k, be the orthogonal and let $ E C,“(k) be a K 
invariant function. Then by the definition of D we have (D, I,$) = 
fk VW) Do(PoW)) dx and 
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s $(X) D,(P,(X)) f&Y= constant j n + (W2 ICI(H) j Do(Po(k. H)) dK&l t K 
(8) 
(here we are considering 7c + as a function on t rather than t*). 
Now I’,: K. H + k, is the moment map for the Hamiltonian action of 
K, on the K orbit K. H. This is the key idea for proving the lemma. We 
denote this moment map by JO. Now /7c+(H)I SK D,,(J,(k. H)) dK is 
proportional to ((Jo)* /?K.H, DO). We define a IV,, invariant distribution, 
qH, on to by ((Jo), BK.H,f) = (qH, A,+f), SE C,“(k,). Therefore 
((JO)*~K.H? DO) = <qH, -4TD0) = (qH, do) = d W0(qH7 40> since qH 
and do areboth IV, anti-invariant. Since z+(H)* = n+(H) sign z+(H) 
Ilr’(H)I, the function we have to evaluate is H + sign x+(H)(q,, #o). 
We write H = Ho + H, corresponding to the orthogonal decomposition 
t = to + t 1 (Ho E to, H, E tl ) where H is any k regular element in t. Let W, 
denote the Weyl group of the pair (zc, t”), pz = 4 C,,,; a. We have the 
following equality of distributions on to. 
PROPOSITION 2 [S]. 
signn+(H)q,=constant. c E(w)TT,(w.H)~~,,,, *Hir,*...*Hip, 
we w > 
(9) 
In the above we regard {p, , . . . . p,} (cf: Lemma 1) as a subset of it, rather 
than it:. 
We therefore get that H-sign 7c+(H)(q,, qSo) is proportional to 
((C WE ,+,-S(W) n,(w. H) 6,,.,,) * H,, * . ..* H,,, do). The latter can be 
written as EWE w  E(W) n,((w 4,)(4o*H,, * . . . * H,,)((w . H),). Hence we 
obtain d + = Cw, ,+, E(W) W.(#O* H-ip, *...* H-ip,@x,). Q.E.D. 
We now let qSo be a distribution with compact support on to, 
do=Cwo,wr, &(wO) w. . do, and Do the K. invariant distribution on k, 
corresponding to do. Let D = SK k . (Do 0 dy) dK, d + the corresponding W 
anti-invariant distribution on t. Let {f,,} be a delta sequence in to, i.e., 
f, E CF(to) and f, -+ 6 as n + cc in the weak topology of distributions on 
to. Let qS;f = b. *f, E CF(t,) and let d;f= C,,, wO &(wO) w. .&. The map 
do --) d + is continuous in the weak topology and hence by continuity d,+, 
the W anti-invariant distribution on t corresponding to d;(, converges to 
d +, i.e., we have 
d+ = c &(w)w.(Hpip, *...* H+,* bo@n,). 
W’E w 
(10) 
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Now let S denote the following subspace of g’(t,), the space of dis- 
tributions on t,: 
S= { T~9’(t,)Isupport of H-,, * ...* HeiP,n [C-support of T] 
is compact, where C is any compact subset of to). 
&‘(t,), i.e., the distributions in t, having compact support, are dense in S. 
For any TE S, Hec, * ... * HP,, * T is a well-defined distribution on t,. 
Furthermore if a sequence {T,} with T,, E S V’n converges to TE S then 
H-ip, et...* HP,,,* T,, converges to H_ip, *...* HP,,,* T. Hence the 
sequenced: whered,+=C&(W)~.(H_,,,*...*H_~~,* T,,@n,)converges 
to the distribution d+=C,,w&(~)~.(H~&,*...*H_i~,*TQ~,). Now 
(A + )‘: g’(t) Wanti-invariant -+ 9’(k)Kinvariant is a continuous map (in fact a 
topological isomorphism) and hence (A +)I d,+ = D, (say) converges to 
(A + )’ d + = D. We therefore have that Eq. (10) remains valid for any K,, 
invariant distribution, Do, on k, (not necessarily having compact support) 
such that the W,, anti-invariant distribution on t,, do, corresponding to it 
is of the form do = &,, w. E(w~) w,, . T with TE S. A theorem of Duflo et 
al. [l] gives an explicit formula for (Jo)* P,+,o .lo which shows that it is of 
the above form. 
THEOREM [ 11. Vd E C,.(k,*) 
(Jz+cB,t4O.io,d>= C &(W~)Wg.(b~o*H~i~,+,*...*H~i~,),Agl~). 
WOE wo 
Here pI+ 1, . . . . A,, = ~,:,(U = Q+. This concludes the proof of our 
theorem. 
7. SOME COMMENTS ON THE CONSTANT C 
In this section we indicate why the constant C in the theorem is indepen- 
dent of A. It suffices to show that the product of the constant in Eq. (7) 
with C(X,) is independent to X. The constants which arise in the averaging 
process occur due to choices of Lebesgue measures and hence are indepen- 
dent of X. We can also assume that the Cartan subgroup H is abelian since 
otherwise we get merely a multiplicative factor [H : Z(H)] -I where 
Z(H) = centre of H and this number is clearly independent of X. 
Let d = dimension of G, I= f(dimension G - rank G). We denote by d,X 
(resp. d,,H) the normalized Euclidean measure on 8 (resp. 0) so that if we 
define the Fourier transform on 8 (resp. lj) by f(Y) = 1 f(X) eiBcXy ‘) d,X 
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(fe 9’(E), X, YE 6) we have h Y) =r( Y) =f( - Y). The G invariant 
measure dclH on G/H can be normalized so that VIE C,(G . hreg) we have 
Here n is the product of the elements of A+(@“, Ijc) which we choose so 
that A+(B”, 5”) n A,, = A&,(&). 
The Kirillov measure of the orbit 52 = G .X (Q FZ G/H) is given by 
b(x)/ # W(‘Z H)@n) -’ dG,H where W(G, H) is the Weyl group of H in G. 
Proposition 8.1.3.4 of [7] gives 
I .f(ax) dG,&) GIH 
=CGln,,,:(~)I-lj-~~j f(k.(m.X+Z))dKdmdz. 
II+ 
Here the notation is as in Eq. (7) and C, is a constant depending on G 
which will be stated explicitly later, and rcR,c is the product of non- 
imaginary elements of A+(@‘, 5”). Thus the constant (call it C’, say) in 
Eq. (7) is 
I%,(~)l # WG, H)@n)-‘C, XI, = 
n ) 
ci . (12) 
@E d:,(lo) 
Now the Kirillov measure of the orbit MO. X0 is given by 
# W, In,,(X)I . C~(27~)-#“~(‘~) dm. Hence we have C(X,) = 
[ # Woln,,(X)I CM~(2rc-#d~(i.o)]~’ and consequently 
CC(&) = 
# W(G, H)(27c) - #A& c 
# wo.c, 
G’ (13) 
This proves our assertion since both CG and C,O are absolute constants 
(i.e., independent of A in this context). 
We have 
C,‘=#W n (4 Pc)(2~)“G-‘G(2)“C, (14) 
zed+(kC,tC) 
where mG = $(dim G/K- rank G + rank K); n, = +(dim G/K- rank G/K); 
rG = t(dim G-rank G); pc = f ~~EA+(kC,r~j. 
Remark 1. In the case h is a fundamental Cartan subalgebra of 0 it 
is possible to give an analytic proof of Enright’s multiplicity formula [2] 
for the K multiplicities of the regular (i.e., having regular infinitesimal 
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character) fundamental series representations of G using our formula for 
J*Bn. The proof is entirely similar (albeit more messy) to the proof of 
Blattner’s formula given in [ 1 ] and is therefore omitted. 
8. SOME HEURISTIC CONSIDERATIONS 
We close our paper with an “interpretation” of the formula for J,pQ that 
we have obtained as a “continuous” manifestation of the assertion of the 
Frobenius reciprocity theorem in the representation theory of compact Lie 
groups. The discussion here is formal ; nevertheless we found the ensuing 
heuristics make the formula for J,p, appear plausible. It is for this reason 
we have decided to include it. 
We recall (see Section 2) that J, Bn, which is the restriction to k of Bn, is 
locally completely determined by the K-multiplicities in case Q is an 
admissible orbit corresponding to an irreducible tempered representation 
(call it rc, say) of G with regular infinitesimal character. According to 
Harish-Chandra’s description of irreducible tempered representations, rt is 
induced from a representation of P = MAN of the form 6 @ v @ 1 where 6 is 
a discrete series representation of M, v is a unitary character of A, and 1 
denotes the trivial representation of N. In the above P is a cuspidal 
parabolic subgroup of G with Langlands decomposition, P = MAN. The 
restriction of 71 to K is the induced representation IndK,, K dIMUnK. We 
denote by m(p, 71) the multiplicity of p E R in the restriction of rr to K and 
assume for simplicity that M is connected. The Frobenius reciprocity 
theorem tells us that 
44 n)= c m(v, 6 I MnK)m(vydM,K). (15) 
vs(M;rK) 
The term m(v, ~3 1 MnK) is given by Blattner’s formula whilst asymptotic 
estimates of m(v, p 1 MnK) have been obtained by G. Heckmann [S]. In 
view of the remark made in the beginning of the previous paragraph 
we can regard d,,(cf. Section 5) as a “continuous” analogue of 
c YE (M ;7 K) m( v, 6 1 M n K) and Heckmann has shown that the distribution qH 
(see Section 5) is a “continuous” analogue of m(v, p I,,,,-, K) where H 
corresponds to p in the parametrization of k as regular admissible coad- 
joint orbits. In fact, under certain assumptions on the set A + (rc, t,“) [see 
[S]], in which case qH is a continuous piecewise polynomial function on 
t Heckman has proved that qH 
GV, PI 
is indeed the multiplicity function 
MnK) in case the pair (k, k,) is of the type (su(n + l), u(n)) or 
(so(n+2), so(n+ 1)) and suitable v [see Lemma 3.8 of [S]]. Now 
(M ii K) consists of lattice points lying in a cone. We denote the weight 
lattice of Mn K by r and the subset of dominant weights by I+. We 
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extend m(v, 6 1 MnK) and m(v, PI M n K) (a priori defined only for v E r+ ) to 
all of r by defining them to be zero if v # r+. We will denote these exten- 
ded functions by the same symbols. If f and g are Z+ valued functions on 
L’, at least one of which has finite support, then their convolution is again a 
Z+ valued function on r and CYSrf(y)g(y) = (f* g)(O). Applying this to 
(15) withf=m(v,61 MnK) and g=m(v,plIMnK) we obtain 
4PL, n)= Cm(v, JIM,,) * 46 PLjMMnK)lW. (16) 
We continue assuming that qH is a continuous piecewise polynomial 
function. Then since qH has compact support (d, * g”)(O) makes sense. The 
proof of the theorem given in Section 6 shows that this is essentially what is 
taking place. (We saw that the antisymmetrization with respect to W, 
which occurs in d, disappears). Thus we can regard our formula for J*Sa 
as a “continuous” manifestation of Frobenius reciprocity since a general 
orbit B need not correspond to any tempered, irreducible representation of 
G but the convolution suggested by (16) is present in our formula. 
Remark 2. Equation (15) shows that the multiplicities of the K types 
are independent of the unitary character v in the inducing representation 
6 @ v 0 1 of P. The description of J(Q) given in Proposition 1 shows that it 
is independent of X, E a,,. 
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